As the building blocks of topological quantum computation, Majorana zero modes (MZMs) have attracted tremendous attention in recent years. Scalable mesoscopic island designs with MZMs show great potential in quantum information processing. However, these systems are susceptible to quasi-particle poisoning which would induce various parity-breaking errors. To solve this problem, we modify the mesoscopic islands with gate-tunable valves and non-topological backbones. We study the lifetime of the Majorana qubits on these modified islands which are coupled to local bosonic and fermionic thermal baths. We consider both the parity-breaking and parity-preserving errors, and propose a parity correction scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
MZMs in one-dimensional semiconductor-superconductor are candidates to achieve topological quantum computing (TQC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The non-abelian statistics and spatial separation of MZMs are beneficial for Fault-torrent topological quantum computing (FTQC) [7] [8] [9] [10] . As quantum gates are implemented by the manipulations of the non-local MZMs, and the quantum information stored in the topological states are expected to resist against any local perturbation intrinsically [11, 12] . However, TQC could be still susceptible to the perturbations involving MZM operators [13, 14] .
FTQC is expected to provide long-lifetime Majorana-based qubits, and thus it provides great potential in physics and material science [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Encoding Majorana qubits is a key step in FTQC [22] [23] [24] [25] . For a robust logical qubit, it usually consists of several physical qubits. That is, FTQC is actually based on encoding of large-scale qubits.
For the hardware of FTQC, the semiconductor nanowire combining s-wave superconductor can realize effective spinless p-wave superconductor [26] [27] [28] [29] . With the use of this heterostructure, proposals for topological quantum memories and Majorana-based quantum computing are appealing for both experimental and theoretical research [30, 31] . It is necessary to combine the large-scale qubits encoding and the hardware design [23] .
Recently, scalable network designs for FTQC set up a platform to realize a large scale of Majorana qubits manipulation [32] . Following Ref. [33] , gate-tunable valves are used to manipulate and readout the MZMs. Although the Majorana qubits are topologically protected in these network designs, the quasi-particle poisoning (QPP) induced by environment perturbation can arise various topological fermion parity-breaking errors in the system. Based on these designs, the encoding of Majorana qubits can substantially decrease the probability of these errors. The error correcting codes have been studied in detail, such as topological surface codes and color codes wildly used in quantum computation [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . These codes work well in correcting topological fermion parity-preserving errors. However, for the parity breaking errors, it is necessary to correct the topological fermion parity before the application of the implementation of the decoding.
In this paper, we modify the network designs in Ref. [32] with gate-tunable valves and semiconductor-superconductor backbone which is regarded as non-topological spinless p-wave superconductor. In order to study the lifetime of the Majorana qubits, we encode the system with Kitaev's 1D toric code and simulate the system coupling to local thermal environment. Both parity-breaking and parity-preserving circumstances are taken into consideration. The error excitations induced by the thermal environment can be detected and corrected by the measurements of error syndrome [39, 40] . We also suggest a proposal to correct the parity-breaking errors. The gate-tunable valves are used to switch the error excitation state to the charge state, and switch the topological fermion parity to charge parity which is detectable as the experiment proposal in Ref. [41] . Therefore, it is possible to correct the parity errors caused by QPP. We firstly consider the island configuration which contains 2 MZMs and couples to one quantum dot. The length of the system is modified to observe the impact on the probability of error occurrence. Then similar discussion is implemented in 4-MZM island. The validity of our error correction scheme is verified by Monte Carlo simulation. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, we briefly review the concept of topological and nontopological states in Kitaev's 1D toy model. In Sec. II B, we describe the modified hexon, and compare the differences from Ref. [32] . Furthermore, the box representation is implemented in this model [39] . In Sec. II C, we encode the system with Kitaev's 1D toric code and introduce the bosonic and fermionic local thermal baths. We describe the open system with Pauli master equation. In Sec. III, we suggest our parity correcting proposal and make use of the error correction algorithm in Ref. [42] to discuss the probability of correctness. With the use of Jordan-Wigner transformation, we analyze the probability of logical X and Y errors. In Sec. IV, we implement the Monte Carlo simulation on the 2-MZM and 4-MZM islands respectively. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarize our analytical and Monte Carlo simulation results.
II. MODIFIED SCALABLE ISLAND WITH MZMS
The network layouts of one dimensional topological superconductors are the basis of FTQC. In this section, we briefly recall one dimensional Kitaev's toy model and topological superconductor.
According to the scalable network layouts in Ref. [32] , we propose the modified topological cooper pair box and discuss the its property coupling to the thermal baths.
A. Kitaev chain and topological superconductor
One dimensional hybrid nanowire combining semiconductor and superconductor materials is a proposal to obtain MZMs. Without loss of generality, one can show that the Hamiltonian of such a hybrid nanowire is equivalent to that of a spinless p-wave superconductor in low energy limit [43] , which is described by the 1D Kitaev toy model in real space [26] 
where ∆ = |∆|e iφ is the pairing potential of the bulk segments, µ is the chemical potential, t is the tunneling strength. It is useful to rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of Majorana operators
There are two phases in such a hybrid nanowire, i.e. the topological phase and non-topological phase [39] .These Hamiltonians can respectively be written as
For the topological phase, one can diagonalize the Hamiltonian by introducing the quasi-particle [8] , which leads to
Noting that the quasi-particle d 0 is absent from H top , suggesting that there are two degenerate ground states, i.e., |0 and |1 = d † 0 |0 ,thus γ 1 and γ 2N are isolated MZMs and arise the two degenerate ground states |0 and |1 = d † 0 |0 . We can represent the two degenerate ground states of the whole hybrid nanowire as
Noting that any quasi-particle creation operators d † i =0 can cause the excitations of the hybrid nanowire with energy |∆|, which is regarded as QPP. The interaction between the environment and the hybrid nanowire is the primary source of QPP. In Ref. [32] , hexon and tetron architectures have been discussed in respect of projective measurements and Clifford completeness. In this paper, we will modify the hexon and tetron architectures, and study the lifetime of Majorana code based on the scalable islands.
B. Modified topological cooper pair box
We begin with the modified island (composed of one back bone, two bulk segments and two Josephson junctions) for measuring the two-MZM parity p 12 , which is defined as the eigenvalue of iγ 1 γ 2 . The system consists of an island coupling to a quantum dot. As depicted in Fig. 1 , two gate-tunable valves are set to connect the nontopological backbone and the two topological segments, and the main role of the valves is to turn the error excitation states into nondegenerate charge states, so that the topological parity detection and correction can be applied, we will further discuss in Section II C. The charging energy of the two topological segments is E C , and the gatetunable valves lead to the tunable Josephson Energy E J . Consequently, the radio of E J and E C is tunable, similar configuration can be found in Ref. [33] . By tuning the Josephson Energy E J much larger than the charging energy E C , the topological segments would host a pair of MZMs.
The island with an overall charging energy E C can be regarded as a topological Cooper pair box.
The Hamiltonian of the modified island decoupled with the quantum dot is
where H BCS = α=1,2 H top,α + H nontop , and H C is the Hamiltonian of overall charging energy of the island and takes the form
Here, the operatorN S denotes the number of Cooper pairs exceeding the neutrality in the island. E J E C , and the external magnetic field B induces the Zeeman coupling which draws the bulk segment into topological state. When the valves are closed, i.e.E J E C , the bulk segments turn into non-degenerate charge state |Q, P odd or |Q, P even [33] .
Actually, the length of topological segments is much larger than the width of island, soN S mainly counts the charge number in topological bulk segments. Obviously, the eigenstates of H C take the form |N S where N S = ..., −2, −1, 0, 1, 2.... In general, the form of H J,α can be written as
where α = 1, 2 denotes the Josephson energy in the upper Josephson junction and lower Josephson junction respectively. Assuming E J,1 = E J,2 can obtain [44] α=1,2
where
we can rewrite the Josephson energy as
We approximately regard e iφ as the phase operator which adds an electron to the topological bulk segments, i.e. e iφ |N S = |N S + 1 . For the coupling quantum dot, the effective Hamiltonians are [32] H eff
where f † is the creation operators of the quantum dot. In order to find the relationship between overall induced charge n g of the quantum dot and the energy of the whole structure, we will diagonalize H tot = H C + H J + H eff QD + H t,QD numerically, as sketched in Fig. 13 . Similar method has been used in Ref. [32] , while we consider the alterable Josephson energy here.
C. Toric code and thermal baths
To discuss the lifetime of Majorana code in the island, we firstly build up the box representation model, which follows the method in Ref. [39] . As sketched in Fig. 2 , the boxes (blue) in the topological bulk segments represent the state of quasi-particles whose annihilation and creation operators are d i and d † i respectively. The right edge boxes (red circle inside) represent the unpaired MZMs at the edge of the topological bulk segments. The boxes in backbone (green) are the normal electron fermionic modes. The box representation is straightforward to encode the system with Kitaev's toric code. Boxes in the topological bulk segments and nontopological backbones are the stabilizer of the island (except the MZMs boxes) , thus measurement of these boxes will not change the state of the system. However, the boxes at the edge containing MZMs are not the stabilizers and the states are invisible. γ 'γ ' 3 4 γ 'γ ' 5 6 γ 'γ ' 7 8 γ 'γ ' The two degenerate ground states of the island sketched in Fig. 2 are |0 = |p 12 = −1 and
1 are used to defined the states (|0 i or |1 i ) of the box in the topological bulk segment at site i, and the notation ψ is used to denote the excited state |1 i = d † i |0 i in the box [39] . For the nontopological backbone, stabilizer operators take the form S nontop i = iγ 2i−1 γ 2i = c † i c i − 1/2 and the notation ψ is used to denote the excited state |1 i = c † i |0 i . The ground-state subspace of the stabilizer operators in the bulk segments and backbone forms a stabilizer code, which can be regarded as 1D Kitaev toric code.
The Hamiltonian of an open quantum system coupling to thermal baths can be written as: [45] 
where H S and H B are the Hamiltonians of the system and the thermal baths respectively. H SB denotes the interaction between the system and the thermal baths. The local operators of the system are distinct in different parts of the boxes sketched in Fig. 2 . In this paper, we introduce two external thermal baths, i.e. the non-interacting bosonic bath and fermionic bath. We use B † i (C † i ) and B i (C i ) to denote the creation and annihilation operators of the bosonic (fermionic) bath. Both baths are local and can be respectively written as:
Following the model in [39] , the interaction between bosonic thermal bath and the island is assumed to couple to effective charge of the island:
As the Hamiltonian of the topological bulk segments can be diagonalized by the quasi-particle operators d † i and d i , the bosonic bath leads to the ψ excitation creation, annihilation in pairs or shifting in the topological bulk segments, while it do not work on the nontopological backbone [39] .
The interaction of fermionic thermal bath and the island is assumed to be
where t i is the tunneling amplitude. The charging energies of topological bulk segments leads to large Coulomb blockade (i.e. t i is small) [32] , thus the interaction between the fermionic thermal bath and the topological bulk segments is neglected in this paper. The nontopological backbone is susceptible to the fermionic thermal bath which will induce the ψ excitation creation and annihilation individually.
The interaction bosonic and the fermionic baths on the quantum dot is quite complicated [46] .
For simplicity, we focus on the effect of the fermionic bath, which can be written as
where t d is the tunneling amplitude between the the fermionic bath and the quantum dot.
Assuming that the tunneling Hamiltonian between the backbone and the bulk segment through the valves are affective by the strong hybridization on the left side, thus it takes the standard form
where c † is the electron creation operators at the edge of the nontopological backbone and d end is the adjacent quasi-particle annihilation operator of the topological bulk segment. Noting that In this model, we have assumed that all the tunneling processes are related to the two kinds of thermal baths, which will be taken into consideration in Monte Carlo simulation. One can describe an open system in thermal baths by Pauli master equation [39, 45] 
Here W (m|n) = γ(ω)| m| A(ω) |n | 2 is the error transition rate, and we consider the Ohmic bath correlation functions
where ω = E n − E m denotes the energy difference between state |n and |m . In Fig. 3 , we list ω of different interaction cases.
III. ERROR CORRECTION AND PARITY CORRECTION
The string operator could create the excitations S j = −1 and S k = −1 on sites j and k respectively. As the positions of ψ or ψ in bulk segments and backbone are detectable as the error syndromes, string operators can be applied to fuse the excitations on thses sites, which takes the
Hard-decision renormalization group (HDRG) decoders have been used in topological error correction [47] . In this paper, a simple form of HDRG decoder in Ref. [42] is implemented.
Similar method has been studied in [39] and [48] , while we consider more complex cases here.
The errors caused by local thermal baths interaction in the bulk topological segments (blue boxes) are assumed to be parity conserving, while the interactions on backbone and the electron tunneling from the quantum dots will break the parity of the island. When the parity of the island is flipped, the HDRG decoder will draw the error excitations to the MZMs of the island and cause the error topological states. Thus we need to correct the parity firstly. As depicted in Fig. 4 , it contains the following procedures:
(1) Initialize the island with the open valves. The charging energy of bulks is quenched and the bulks are in topological states with MZMs γ 1 and γ 2 .
Besides the cases of hooping, creation and annihilation considered in Ref. [39] , the parity-breaking interaction between the thermal baths and the non-topological backbone has been taken into consideration here, as well as the tunneling processes. Arrows in the tunneling block means that the charge is hooping with the fermionic tunneling.
(2) Close the valves. The strong coulomb effect would draw the system into nondegenerate charge states |Q 1 and |Q 2 . Odd number of electron tunneling would flip the charge parity, i.e, |Q 1 , P 1 → |Q 1 ± (2N + 1), −P 1 , while the even number of electron tunneling would not, i.e, |Q 1 , P 1 → |Q 1 ± (2N ), P 1 . With the use of the quantum dot on the right side, charge sensors is implemented and the charge parities of |Q 1 and |Q 2 can be detected, as the experiment proposal in Ref. [41] . If the parities are different, a weak photon pulse is injected into the middle region of the backbone. The energy of the photon pulse is precisely controlled so that only one electron excitation or annihilation would happen in the backbone to flip the parity of the island.
(3) Open the valves and the bulk segments recover back to the topological state with MZMs at the edge. It is important to note that this parity correction protocol can not correct the parity-breaking errors aroused by the backbone-thermal baths interaction, because |Q 1 , P 1 and |Q 2 , P 2 will not change when any creation or annihilation is happened in the backbone, i.e, it is undetectable for this protocol. We will see that the parity breaking in backbone would still induce the logical X or Y error. We can use the Jordan-Wigner transformation to estimate the probabilities of logical X or Y errors. It is convenient to rewrite the nontopological backbone Hamiltonian in terms of spin operators
where we have used the relationships
The number of the spin flips in the backbone follows Poisson distribution with mean N = W t,
where W is the total rate of error transitions caused by the interaction between the backbone and thermal baths. For simplicity, we use L b to denote the length of the backbone, and we take W = |µ|L b in high-temperature regime. We can obtain the probability of number k of the spin flips in the backbone.
An odd number of spin flips in the non-topological backbone will induce the logical X or Y errors, thus we can obtain
where L is the total length of the island. This expression shows that the value of P X or P Y tends to a fixed value, which is expected to be L b /4L when τ is large enough, as sketched in Fig. 5 . It will be verified in Monte Carlo simulation. P X or P Y is not only related to the length of the backbone but also relevant to the chemical potential µ and the pairing potential ∆. Table I .
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
To study the property of the error correction in scalable island, We use the Pauli master equation (22) to describe both of the islands and simulate the 2-MZM and 4-MZM modified islands with Finally, as the 4-MZM modified island is coupled to two quantum dots, more electron tunneling situations will be taken into consideration.
A. Two-MZM island simulation
The Monte Carlo study of the scalable design will begin with the simplest structure as we sketch it in boxes form in Fig 2. We use the standard residence time Monte Carlo algorithm to study the Pauli master equation [49] . The simulation is implemented according to the following steps:
(1). Initialize the relevant parameters of the system.
(2). Determine the time δτ = − ln(u)/W tot for the next jump, where u is a random number distributed in the interval (0, 1) uniformly. W tot = m W (m|n) is the total error transition rate caused by the interaction between the system and the thermal baths for a system state |n .
(3). Update the simulation time to τ + δτ and if τ + δτ ≤ τ sim , go to step 4, or go directly to step 5.
(4). Implement the error transition randomly on the system according to the probability. Go back to step 2.
(5). Detect the stabilizer operators and apply the error correction protocol including the parity correction and the HDRG algorithm. Record the state of the system. In order to simulate the excitation caused by the weak photon pulse injection, the parity correction here is implemented through flipping one green box of backbone randomly if the charge parity is different.
(6). Repeat step (1) to (5) thousand of times and record the rates of correctness and different errors.
In Fig 6, with L = 108. We set τ sim = 10 5 . We take ∆ within the range of 0.5 to 2.0 and µ within the range of −2.5 to −3.4.
P I increases with ∆ firstly, and then decreases. It implies that the value of ∆ could be fine tuned to obtain the maximal probability of correctness in experience. The logical X and Y errors are suppressed by the decreasing of µ, thus for the fixed ∆, P I increases with the decreasing of µ.
We use ∆ = 1 and µ = −3, and simulate the island with L = 108, 308, 508, 708 to observe the influence of the island length. In Fig .7 , we exhibit that the probabilities of logical errors with different length as functions of τ . We use (P X + P y )/2 to describe these errors here. It can be observed that the probability of logical X and Y errors decreases with the length of the island and it would meet a threshold, which corresponds to our discussion in Sec. III. The parity breaking excitations in the bulk segments are offset by our parity correction method and only the odd number of anyon excitations in the backbone would cause the logical X or Y errors. The probabilities of logical X and Y errors are similar because the generation of the excitations in backbone is random and the HDRG decoder would draw excitations to the upper MZM or the lower MZM randomly. Furthermore, the Monte Carlo results show that there is a threshold (about 0.005) for (P X + P y )/2, as we lengthen the 2-MZM modified island. The probability of the logical Z error has no significant change with the length of the island because the anyon tunneling is the major source of the logical Z error, which is not apparently affected by the length of the island. 
B. Four-MZM island simulation
Similar discussion is implemented on the configuration of the modified 4-MZM island in Fig. 8 .
In this configuration, 4 MZMs and the mutual interaction between the two quantum dots are taken into consideration. Thus the effective Hamiltonians for the quantum dot and tunneling are [32] 
where H m = M (n f,1 −n g,1 )(n f,2 −n g,2 ) is the mutual interaction Hamiltonian of the two quantum dots. Electrons in each quantum dot have two directions to tunnel. Such kind of tunneling would break the parity of the island.
The parity of 4 MZMs is determined by p = (iγ 1 γ 2 )(iγ 3 γ 4 ). For clarity, we use p = +1 and thus obtain |0 = |0 γ 1 γ 2 , 0 γ 3 γ 4 and |1 = |1 γ 1 γ 2 , 1 γ 3 γ 4 . We list all the logical errors in Fig. 9 to γ 1 and γ 3 with the tunneling amplitude t 1 and t 3 respectively. And the lower quantum dot is tunnel coupled to γ 2 and γ 4 with t 2 and t 4 . The mutual charging energy of the two quantum dots is taken into consideration [26] . Therefore, when we calculate the probability of the interaction between the quantum dots and the thermal baths, the occupations of these two quantum dots are taken into account.
and every logical error corresponds to two excitation cases. Besides the logical errors, any other excitation errors are classified as the else error. The Monte Carlo simulation is implemented by the following steps: (2) . Determine the time δτ = − ln(u)/W tot for next jump.
(3). Update the simulation time to τ + δτ and implement the error transition randomly on the system according to the transition rate. If τ + δτ ≤ τ sim , go to step (4) or go back to step (2) . (4) . Detect the stabilizer operators and apply the parity correction proposal on both islands simultaneously, make sure that the valves are opened and closed at the same time. Then apply the HDRG algorithm to correct the error excitations. The result shows that longer islands have higher probability P I than the shorter ones. As we had Table I and II. The maximum time of simulation is set to be τ = 10 5 .
V. CONCULSION
In this work, we have modified the 2-MZM and 4-MZM islands in Ref. [32] for scalable quantum computing and proposed a parity correction scheme. Based on these modified islands, we have simulated the system in two local thermal baths with Monte Carlo method. The parity correction scheme is valid against the QPPs in the bulk segments. However, the parity breaking excitations in the backbones can still cause some annoying errors. These annoying errors can be suppressed by lengthening the topological bulk segments although it would meet a threshold. Furthermore, adjusting the chemical potential of the non-topological backbones and the pairing potential of the topological bulk segments is effective to reduce the probability of these errors. The Monte Carlo results show that when our parity correction scheme is implemented, to a certain degree, larger size island has better error correction rate than the smaller one. However, if the the threshold of size is met, lengthening the island cannot improve the probability of correctness. Instead, it will lead to worse error correction rate because of the long-time application of the error correction algorithms, Table II. which is in agreement with the result of [22, 39, 47, 50] . Besides, small chemical potential µ of the backbone and fine-tuned pairing potential ∆ of the bulk segment are required for high probability of correctness.
Gate-tunable valves and non-topological backbones are the essential ingredients of our proposal. With the help of these valves, the error excitation states are turned into the charge states, which are detectable in experiments. We take advantage of non-topological backbones to implement the anyons fusion by the string operators and topological fermion parity correction by the weak photon pulse. In this work we study a single island for simplicity. For large scale FTQC, several islands are needed to implement the braiding transformations through the measurementonly schemes. The lifetime of the Majorana based qubit is more complicated, and more error correction algorithms should be considered. However, the generalization would be straightforward. We expect that our modified island scheme could be applicable for the multiple islands error correction. 
The Josephson energy term can be written as
We can write the whole system Hamiltonian
The energy eigenvalue can be obtained by diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian, as shown in 
